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Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights 

The projects in the RIT Hope for Honduras initiative, described in 
conceptual, research and prototype development format, are in 
application for design and utility patents, trademark and|or copyright 
registration.

RIT Hope for Honduras
Rochester Institute of Technology

Concept: Mary Golden

Design: Andrea Gonzalez Esteche 

For information visit

facebook.com/RIT Hope For Honduras

RIT Hope for Honduras Web Based Collaborative Learning Site 
http://ritindewbcl.cias.rit.edu/wordpress/ 

Twitter: @ritart_design; https://twitter.com/RITart_design

Instagram: @ritart_design; https://www.instagram.com/ritart_design/

Facebook: @ritartanddesign; https://www.facebook.com/RITartanddesign

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/RITCAD

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/school/college-of-art-and-design-at-rit/



RIT Hope for Honduras

At the heart of the RIT Hope for Honduras initiative is the 
collaboration with in-country partner, Hospital Escuela, 
Honduras’ largest public hospital and the not-for-profit 
organization, Little Angels of Honduras. The overarching 
objective is to establish a viable, equitable model of 
accessible, quality medical care to reduce infant mortality and 
improve the experience of patients, families and caregivers 
through innovative design and engineering solutions. 

About Us 

On an exploratory trip to Honduras in February 2017, 
Little Angels of Honduras (LAH) founders Dr. Alejandro 
Young, Christian Perry and Katie Castro deconstructed the 
challenges of caregiving for premature, critically ill newborns 
in Honduras with RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden. In 
addition to the known spatial constraints of Hospital Escuela 
key areas impacting accessible medical care were identified 
including transportation, equipment and Skin-to-Skin care 
practices.   

RIT faculty and students from design (interior, industrial, 
graphic) and engineering (electrical, mechanical, biomedical) 
began working together in a multidisciplinary collaboration, 
led by Professor Golden, to innovate solutions that offer 
better access to medical care.  A growing list of corporate 
collaborators including Herman Miller, Autodesk and 
American Medical Response are providing support for the 
academic explorations and are stakeholders in the realization 
of project prototypes. 





RIT Hope for Honduras Director 

Mary Golden M Arch,
NCIDQ Certificate Number 31717  
Interior Design Undergraduate Program Director, RIT
Assistant Professor

Mary Golden, Assistant Professor and Interior Design 
Undergraduate Program Director at Rochester Institute of 
Technology, holds a Master’s Degree in Architecture and is 
a certified interior designer.  Her research includes public 
interest design initiatives through web based collaborative 
learning with global partners and creating sustainable, 
interior architectural environments that serve all people 
through innovative material explorations and universal design 
strategies.
Mary contributed to the introduction for the book Ecokids: 
Raising Children Who Care for the Earth and her professional 
work is featured in the book Space Matters.  Mary’s latest 
academic work was published in IDEC’s 2016 Innovation in 
Teaching and Learning Collection and 2016 Perspectives 
Video Shorts: Voices of Interior Design. Most recently, Mary 
presented at the 2016 IDEC Regional-East Conference, the 
SUNYLA 2017 Mid-Winter Conference, 2017 World Design 
Summit, 2018 Consortium of Universities for Global Health, 
2018 Environmental Design Research Association. She is 
the recipient of an RIT 2016 and 2018 Provost Learning and 
Innovation Grant and the 2016 Elizabeth Brown Grant for 
Interior Design Programs and was awarded the 2017 Leibrock 
Universal Design Scholarship. She is a member of the Interior 
Design Educator’s Council, International Interior Design 
Association, The National Association of Professional Women 
and the United States Green Building Council.

RIT Hope for Honduras



RIT Global Studies
International Research Expedition 

In October 2017, a select team of students traveled to 
Honduras for five days on an International Research 
Expedition with RIT Assistant Professor Golden to inform the 
process of design for the neonatal transport unit, emergency 
incubator and Skin-to-Skin care device. 

The four students, three from RIT’s College of Art and 
Design and one from Kate Gleason College of Engineering 
represented the multidisciplinary lens that drove the ideation 
phase forward and advanced the projects. The trip was a 
fact-finding mission geared to improve student research 
skills and comprehension of global public health issues 
related to neonatal care and infant mortality. Students toured 
Hospital Escuela, spoke with doctors, nurses and ambulance 
drivers and shadowed in the neonatal intensive care unit 
while observing the conditions and context surrounding their 
respective projects. 

This study abroad format was a unique, transformative 
learning experience that directly engaged students in a 
significant research and design project. Empowered with 
the responsibility of gathering, organizing and disseminating 
field study research with their peers and participating faculty 
mentors, students became stakeholders in their own learning.

Student Researchers 
Alexa Boyd Interior Design 

Hannah Lutz Industrial Design 

Victoria Tripp Engineering 

Boris Sherman Photojournalism





Hospital Escuela
Renovation and Expansion

RIT Hope for Honduras began with a collaboration between 
RIT’s interior design program and the not-for-profit 
organization, Little Angels of Honduras. Christian Perry 
approached Professor Golden with a request to prepare 
designs for their proposed 4,200 square-foot addition to 
Hospital Escuela. Twenty seniors in the healthcare studio, 
led by RIT adjunct professor Shannon Buchholtz, created 
concepts in collaboration with Herman Miller.  

While developing the initial proposal it became clear that if 
we were thinking holistically our role as interior designers 
was much more expansive. The RIT Hope for Honduras 
initiative evolved in partnership with Little Angels of Honduras 
and Hospital Escuela to consider the implications of broader 
public health access technology solutions. The interior design 
projects invigorated multidisciplinary interest across the RIT 
campus and resulted in activating a science, technology, 
engineering, art and math (STEAM) collaborative. 

Next Phase
Little Angels of Honduras is working with a team of volunteer 
architects, engineers, RIT interior designers and alumni on 
the construction drawings for the now 14,000 square foot 
addition and renovation. This will more than double Hospital 
Escuela’s newborn capacity, and for the first time, implement 
a skin-to-skin incubation education program and an infectious 
disease protocol. 

Faculty 
RIT Adjunct Professor Shannon Buchholtz, Interior Design 
RIT Senior Lecturer Cory Stiehl, Engineering 

Mentor
RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden, Interior Design

Consultants
Herman Miller • Little Angels of Honduras • Hospital Escuela

BFA Students, Interior Design 
Samantha Bell
Felicia Boria 
Sarah Bottini 
Alexandra Bravo 
Barbara Casale
Christine Checho 
Sydney Dacosta 
Rebecca Dowling-Fitzpatrick
Erika Edwards 
Angelina Grasso

Han Ni Htoo
Brittany Nowicki 
Nah Tivah Ross
Julie Ryan 
Allie Seely
Jordanae Smith 
Octavia Spelman 
Amy Staub-Van Dewater
Jennets Tho
Josephine Yu





Neonatal Intra-Hospital Transport Unit
Angel’s Arc

To address the need for safe transportation of 
critically ill newborns from local and rural hospitals 
to Hospital Escuela a multidisciplinary team of senior 
capstone students designed and created a full scale 
prototype for an intra-hospital transport ambulance 
staged on a Toyota Landcruiser 78 chassis. 

The compact design makes relevant the transport 
practices and road conditions of the country in a cost-
effective vehicle that is easily maintainable, repairable 
and properly outfitted with resuscitation and stabilization 
equipment including, but not limited to: incubators, 
ventilators, patient monitors and medical gases. Ergonomic 
and human factor study results optimized the design 
for the interior environment with consideration for the 
newborn and the functional and emotional implications 
for medical personnel, driver and family passengers. 

Next Phase:
Equity analysis and logistics planning with Hospital Escuela
Generative design with Autodesk 
Vehicle acquisition for proof of concept prototype 
with American Medical Response (AMR)

Faculty 
RIT Adjunct Professor Dan Harel, Industrial Design 
RIT Senior Lecturer Cory Stiehl, Engineering 

Mentor
RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden, Interior Design

Consultants
American Medical Response 
International Biomedical, Ltd
OLEDWorks, LLC

Design Team 
Alexa Boyd, Interior Design
Ankhbayar Khosbayar, Industrial Design
Gage Ellis, Electrical Engineering
Charlotte Lefkovich, Mechanical Engineering | Public Policy
Rebecca Bonamico, Biomedical Engineering
Austin Zuercher, Biomedical Engineering 





Preemie Examination Table

The proposed Preemie Examination Tables are universally 
designed with special consideration for the safety of 
premature newborns and the repetitive motions of physicians 
performing examinations.  Storage systems organized by 
the sequential steps of examination are within comfortable 
reach for intuitive use. Two concepts under further 
research and development include the Baby Examination 
Mobile Medical Unit (BEMU) designed by Jennets Tho 
and The Sky Exam Table designed by Jordanae Smith.

The BEMU’s design features an organic shape that is 
spatially fluid to accommodate a person’s full range of 
motion. Stools, nested into the unit, offer a seating option 
for breaks or for optimizing spinal alignment during charting. 
The BEMU is mobile and two units can be nested together 
for use in condensed spaces, storage or transport. 

The Sky Exam Table, designed to be ergonomically 
compatible for all users, can be either a free standing 
or wall mounted unit with storage. A pivoting footrest 
relieves stress and pressure on the body during long 
hours of standing. The “cloud” that cradles the newborn is 
designed with natural inflections and inclines to maintain 
a 30 degree angle and securely, comfortably swaddle the 
body. The “cloud” (bassinet and scale) is easily adjusted 
up or down to meet the varied stature of care providers. 

Next Phase
Prototyping and testing 

Faculty Mentors 
RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden, Interior Design
RIT Teaching Assistant Christina Chang, Industrial Design

BFA Students, Interior Design 
Samantha Bell
Felicia Boria 
Sarah Bottini 
Alexandra Bravo 
Barbara Casale
Christine Checho 
Sydney Dacosta 
Rebecca Dowling-Fitzpatrick
Erika Edwards 

Angelina Grasso
Han Ni Htoo
Brittany Nowicki 
Nah Tivah Ross
Julie Ryan 
Jordanae Smith 
Octavia Spelman 
Jennets Tho
Josephine Yu



The Problem

Honduras has the third highest infant 
mortality rate in the western hemisphere. In 
2012 the rate was 20 deaths per 1,000 live births. 
Even though most of the births occurring in the 
country are hospitalized, the few
neonatal intensive care units that the country 
has lack space to facilitate the number of 
infants being born. Not only is space an issue, 
but outdated/limited equipment has restricted 
the skilled staff and their abilities to save lives. 

Option1: Sky Exam 360
The Exam 360 table was designed as 
a stationary teaching table.
Medical professionals will be able to easily 
collaborate with colleagues or instruct 
parents on this device.Its rounded edges 
allows for natural circulation.

Option 2: Sky Exam Storage
The Exam Storage was designed as a
millwork exam table. One medical 
professional can utilize the stationary 
table.Table is designed as an element of 
millwork for optimum space reduction 
and storage.

All Sky Exam table are easily customizable to meet 
users needs

Cloud Insert

Push-to-Open
Drawer 

Swivel
Drawer 

Stethoscope 
Bulb suction

Infant Warmer

Neonatal Exam Table

The Organization

Little Angels of Honduras is a
not for profit organization whose 
mission is to reduce 
infant mortality in Honduras. 
Little Angels of Honduras aims to 
assist with the provision of 
optimal conditions for pregnancy.

The Solution

Rochester Institute of Technology Interior Design Senior Class has come 
up with three design solutions in hopes of addressing the problem. 
Students were tasked with creating a NICU addition/learning center for 
the Escuela Hospital. In addition to creating more space in the country’s 
most active birthing hospital, Students were also asked to develop design 
concepts for an infant medical examination table and a mobile medical 
unit. The infant examination table was designed in hopes to  assist 
medical professionals in efficiently serving the needs of their patients. 
The mobile medical unit was designed to bring infant medical care to the 
distant areas of the country.

Ideation

Sky Exam 360 Sky Exam Storage

Cloud InsertVertical 
Storage

Vertical 
Storage

Sky Exam 360

Wall

Sky Exam Storage
Floorplan

Circulation

Elevation

Infant Warmer

Vertical Storage

Tertiary Storage
- Fresh Linen
- Diapers
Pivoting drawer

Secondary Storage
- Medical tools
Push open drawers

 First Storage
- Stethoscope 
- Bulb Suction
Open 
compartmentalized
storage

Pivoting Corian 
Surface Top 

Footrest

Ergonomics
Sky exams tables were designed to be ergonomically 
compatible with all users.
The cloud (basinet and scale) is easily adjusted to meet the 
necessary height of care providers. 

The Sky Exam table is complete with a footrest as to
provide additional support for care providers; by pivoting 
on the provided footrest providers will relieve body stress 
and pressure.

The cloud is designed with natural inflictions and inclines 
in hopes to securely and comfortably swaddle the infant.

Varying
Height Inserts

Footrest  

Product Plan 
Sky Exam product line 
was primarily inspired 
by Mima luxury baby 
strollers and high 
chairs. Mima products 
are contemporary, 
modern and elegant. 
The Mima product 
line prides itself on 
customizability and 
durability.

Materiality

Acrovyn
Hatch Pattern 
Mother of Pearl
-Durable siding for 
exam tables

Corian
Silver Birch
-Pivoting Surface Top

- Sliding Door
- Writable 
panel on door

Metal Finish
Stainless Steel
(Standard)

Metal Finish
Stainless Steel
(Golden)

Metal Finish
Stainless Steel
(Bronze)

Antimicrobial Acrylic
Clear
- Easily cleanable Cloud
surface material

Mix and Match | Customize

Cloud Sky 360 Sky Storage Sky Infant Warmer 1 Sky Infant Warmer 2

Jordanaé Smith
RIT INDE 402

The concept of the mobile kangaroo mother care examination 
Baby Examination Mobile Unit or BEMU is to maximize efficien-
cy and fluidity of doctors, nurses, and clinicians who will be using 
them to conduct premature infant examinations. The idea behind 
the bean shape is to address the ergonomic needs of healthcare 
professionals who are performing these exams multiple times a 
day. BEMU’s  softer, organic shape is more fluid in the space and 
friendlier to the average person’s range of motion. The unit can 
be arranged in different configurations and multiple units form 
infant examination pods whether inside or outside healthcare 
units. BEMU is mobile and two units can be nestled together to 
save space in a smaller environment. Colors from the Hospital 
Escuela Addition will be brought over into the BEMU to create an 
overall harmonic identity whether used within the hospital, the 
mobile education unit or used in a supporting hospital or clinic.
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Mobile Education Unit

The Mobile Education Unit (MEU) is a research and 
educational extension of Hospital Escuela’s Skin-to-
Skin Care Program. Housed on an all-terrain chassis, the 
vehicle will accommodate rough and off road conditions 
to reach even the most remote clinics.  The goal is that 
by advancing the working knowledge of local and rural 
clinicians performing follow-up examinations, inclusive 
of correct positioning for Skin-to-Skin posture and at 
home follow-up, post NICU care will be improved. 

Clinicians will receive peer training from a variety of 
specialists including, but not limited to, a neonatologist, 
psychologist, ophthalmologist, neurologist and lactation 
specialist. The MEU will house preemie examination 
tables, storage and equipment for performing well 
baby checks and monitoring infant progress. 

Data collection from the educational outreach will inform 
long term analyses of quality of life for premature newborns; 
confirm improved access to healthcare and record 
changes in practice for both medical professionals and 
mothers performing Skin-to-Skin care. The implications 
for long term research and the advancement of medical 
care are numerous and scalable countrywide.

The Program
• Vehicle accommodates up to four (4) 

travelers including the driver
• Preemie Exam Table (RIT designed unit)
• Horizontal surface for physical stimulation 

and therapy for infants and babies
• Reclining chair for Skin-to-Skin care 

training (Herman Miller)
• General storage for medical supplies
• File storage for charts
• Medicine dispensary, lockable with accounting system
• Lactation refrigeration
• Charging station and laptop area with 

flat screen for presentations
• Whiteboard near exam area for writing notes
• Storage for handouts, flyers for moms about   

Skin-to-Skin care, life skills and healthy choices 
• Storage for training manuals for clinicians 
• Storage for a baby | infant simulator 
• A hand washing sink
• Lighting for examination and general 

movement within the vehicle
• Room for doctors and patients to maneuver 

within the vehicle and perform required tasks



Next Phase
Equity analysis
Design development and vehicle acquisition for prototype

Faculty Mentors 
RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden, Interior Design,
RIT Teaching Assistant Christina Chang, Industrial Design

BFA Students, Interior Design 
Samantha Bell
Felicia Boria 
Sarah Bottini 
Alexandra Bravo 
Barbara Casale
Christine Checho 
Sydney Dacosta 
Rebecca Dowling-Fitzpatrick
Erika Edwards 

Angelina Grasso
Han Ni Htoo
Brittany Nowicki 
Nah Tivah Ross
Julie Ryan 
Jordanae Smith 
Octavia Spelman 
Jennets Tho
Josephine Yu



Skin-to-Skin Care Device

Under the direction of Assistant Professor Melissa Dawson, 
industrial design students in a senior Soft Studio course 
developed concepts for cloth wraps to improve the skin-
to-skin care practice for NICU newborns. The industrial 
design students also collaborated with Professor Deborah 
Beardslee’s graphic design students to produce instructional 
brochures for selected cloth wrap designs. The full design 
process ensures that mothers and nurses will have both 
the materials and training necessary to properly wrap and 
position babies for the Skin-to-Skin incubation method.

Abracito 
Abracito, a Spanish term meaning to gently hug or embrace, 
is a novel collection of cloth wraps designed to enhance 
self-incubation results in the hospital and at home. Each 
wrap addresses different pain points in the Skin-to-Skin 
care experience, from breastfeeding to modesty, with 
consideration for fathers or other family members who 
may also practice this method with premature newborns. 

The collection is comprised of five designs: each a 
unique, high-quality functional prototype. Using co-design 
strategies, RIT Hope for Honduras intends to develop 
a training program with Universidad de Tecnologica for 
the wraps to be produced and marketed in Honduras. 

Cuna | Cradle 
Apoyo | Support
Ama | Loves 
Enlace | Bond 
Amable | Gentle 

Next Phase: 
Secure grant funding 
Prototype testing
Equity analysis
Research and development

Faculty 
RIT Assistant Professor Melissa Dawson, Industrial Design 

Mentors 
RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden, Interior Design
RIT Associate Professor Deborah Beardslee, Graphic Design

BFA Students, Industrial Design
Hannah Lutz (Abracito: Cuna)
Michelle Vullo  (Abracito: Enlace)
Erin Effinger (Abracito: Ama)
Kelsey Malone (Abracito: Apoyo)
Kaia Bolland (Abracito: Amable)

Alex Beahan 
David Cohen
Mitch DeHond 

Emily Livecchi
Emilio Lopata 
Noah Moran

Daniel Schwab 
Cyndi Stetson
Tucker Troast





Emergency Transport Incubator

Industrial Design MFA students in the Experimental Design 
Studio course, led by Associate Professor Stan Rickel, 
is innovating a prototype for an emergency transport 
(resuscitation kit) incubator. Design of a portable, low 
tech incubator will support humanitarian aid efforts 
aimed at reducing infant mortality in very rural regions 
of Honduras and improve access to neonatal medical 
care for some of the country’s poorest people. 

Design Constraints 
• Secure, safe portable structure
• Biomedical, antimicrobial grade materials
• Bed area: 30 degree incline with surrounding 

support(s) to secure and nestle baby in place
• Temperature maintained between 

30-34 degrees Celsius (low tech)
• Humidity within safe range for preemies below 

7 lbs. and less than ful-term gestational age
• Plug in to vehicle | ambulance | hospital electrical source

Medical devices:
• Heat sensor on baby’s skin to regulate 

incubator temperature
• Heart rate monitor
• Oxygen monitor
• Infusion pump for medication and liquids (cost effective)
• Ventilator (cost effective)
• Scale to weigh baby
• Pulse Oximeter
• Ambu Hyperinflation Bag

Universally designed:
• For infant safety
• With the emergency medical features 

of a typical closed incubator
• With consideration for hand portability by a 

variety of care providers of various stature
• For use in Hospital Escuela as an emergency 

incubator when failures or overcrowding occurs
• As a transportable incubator for use by 

field clinicians in very rural conditions where 
electricity may not be available

Next Phase: 
Create a functioning prototype for mock testing and analysis 
by a team of neonatologists, EMT first responders and, if 
possible, doctors performing rural medicine in Honduras.



Faculty 
RIT Assistant Professor Stan Rickel, Industrial Design 

Mentors 
RIT Assistant Professor Mary Golden, Interior Design

RIT Associate Professor Dan Phillips, Biomedical Engineering

MFA Students, Industrial Design
Cunzhi Huang
Tyler Monica
Chi Zhang



CONSCIOUS DESIGN EXHIBITION 

WantedDesign Brooklyn

Sponsored by Herman Miller, the RIT Hope for Honduras 
showcase at WantedDesign Brooklyn’s Industry City created 
a significant presence at NYCxDESIGN - New York City’s 
annual celebration of design that attracts hundreds of 
thousands of attendees and designers from across the globe.

Noted as one of Metropolis magazine’s top ten moments 
of NYCxDesign 2018, the curated installation of 
projects highlighted the collaborative efforts between 
RIT and project partners Little Angels of Honduras 
(LAH), Herman Miller and Hospital Escuela to reduce 
infant mortality in the country of Honduras. 

Booth Sponsor
Herman Miller 

Installations 
Hospital Escuela Addition + Renovation 

Mobile Education Unit

Preemie Exam Tables

Angel’s Arc

Abracito













Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester Institute of Technology is home to leading 
creators, entrepreneurs, innovators and researchers. 
Founded in 1829, RIT enrolls about 19,000 students in more 
than 200 career - oriented and professional programs, 
making it among the largest private universities in the U.S.

The university is internationally recognized and ranked for 
academic leadership in business, computing, engineering, 
imaging science, liberal arts, sustainability, and fine and 
applied arts. RIT also offers unparalleled support services 
for deaf and hard-of-hearing students. The cooperative 
education program is one of the oldest and largest in the 
nation. Global partnerships include campuses in China, 
Croatia, Dubai and Kosovo.

Interested in Learning More? 
For information about the projects, research and design 
please contact:
Assistant Professor Mary Golden
RIT Hope for Honduras Director
73 Lomb Memorial Drive 
4632 Booth Hall 
Rochester, New York 14623  USA 
e. megfaa@rit.edu

To learn more about supporting or sponsoring these projects 
please contact:
Linda Miller 
Executive Director of Leadership Giving
Development and Alumni Relations 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
116 Lomb Memorial Drive 
USC 03401
Rochester, New York 14623  USA 
c. 585.410.3876
e. lmmdar@rit.edu

For press kits please contact:
Rich Kiley 
Senior Communication Specialist
Marketing and Communications 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
22 Lomb Memorial Drive
1187 Brown Hall 
Rochester, New York 14623 USA 
e. rich.kiley@rit.edu 
p. 585.475.5697 
c. 585.880.7227

Project Partners
Hospital Escuela
Little Angels of Honduras

Collaborators
Herman Miller
Autodesk
American Medical Response
Vignelli Center for Design Studies


